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 FOREWORD 2022

As appears to be usual these days I am delighted to be able to start this Foreword by reporting
another very successful year for the Society, notwithstanding ongoing uncertainties regarding the
pandemic. Our success, and continuing viability, in the final analysis, depends on our members
and their support is especially appreciated in these uncertain times. As I write this our
membership stands at a near-record level which I find quite amazing, but hopefully this is an
indication that we must be doing something right!

This positive report about the state of the Society sadly is not mirrored by the state of wildlife in
the UK including, of course, within our Wharfedale boundary. We all know the reasons for this
which include climate change and agricultural intensification. It is in the latter area that I believe
we can have an impact, however small, through our policy of funding local projects that seek to
mitigate the worst effects of the agriculture problem. In part we do this by direct participation in
local nature reserves but, more especially, by using the funds we generate through subscriptions
and donations, to directly fund local projects from other groups who share our concern about
wildlife decline in Wharfedale and beyond. The rise of these local conservation initiatives is to be
applauded and I know our support is much appreciated.

In these uncertain pandemic times, I think perhaps there is an inevitability that attendances at
Meetings, especially if indoors, have reduced but I do not think this reflects badly on the Society’s
Programmes in any way. It should also be borne in mind that, on any comparative basis, these
attendances are very much on the high side as our visiting Speakers regularly attest. This
somewhat reduced attendance also applied to our 75th Anniversary Lecture by renowned
entomologist and broadcaster George McGavin at Christchurch but an audience of circa 150 was
excellent in these circumstances and raised, at George’s request, over £1000 for the Ukrainian
Red Cross Fund.

In general, I have every reason to believe that our Summer and Winter Programmes are
popular with Members and provide a very worthwhile and entertaining basis to our work. This
also applies to our Webinars because they enable us to contact those Members who would not
normally attend indoor or outdoor events for whatever reason. There is no doubt that this
initiative is now set to be a permanent feature of our activities.

As ever no Foreword would be complete without expressing my most sincere thanks to our
stalwart Recorders who, through their collation of sightings, and their Reports in this Review,
provide a great record of the state of wildlife in Wharfedale.

In a similar vein, I must again express my gratitude to your Committee who continue to be so
conscientious and innovative to ensure that your Society remains relevant and worthy of your
Membership. Also of course thank you to John Stidworthy for once again producing this very
professional Review.

Finally, I should add that this year will be my last as your President. My wife, Anne, has been an
essential support throughout and I know she will join me in saying, without hesitation, that it has
been a wonderful 20 years in this role, but it is time to step aside. My heartfelt thanks to everyone
who has contributed and helped over that time. I do not doubt that my successor, to be approved
at the March 2023 AGM, will also be able to count on your support.

Peter Riley, President
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EVENING TALKS & WEBINARS
4 Jan

Swifts and Us: the life of the bird that sleeps in the sky
Sarah Gibson

We know that spring is here when we first hear the screaming
of young swifts as they return from their amazing migration to
central Africa, arriving before the mature, breeding adults.
Sarah Gibson became fascinated by swifts after 20 years
working with the Shropshire Wildlife Trust and subsequently
produced a book with the title of this talk.

Due to the rapid decline of swift populations across Europe
and their recent addition to Red List of Endangered Birds much
of Sarah’s talk focused on what we can do to encourage
numbers to grow.

Apus apus, the common swift, (family Apodidae), is
evolutionarily much older than the family containing swallows
and martins, to which it is unrelated. The Messel Pit swift fossil,
dating back 47 million years, though not related to our common
swift, shows typical swift-like structures, such the stout
humerus bone,(also a feature of humming birds).

Our familiar common swift leads an aerial life, eating,
drinking, mating, preening and sleeping on the wing. Swifts use
their feet and strong sharp claws only at and inside the nesting
site when they lay their eggs and raise their young.

Historically swifts were a culinary delicacy so aristocrats
built swift towers with appropriate nesting spaces their purpose
being to take one chick only from a clutch to offer as a delicacy;
Modern methods of encouraging swifts into appropriate nesting
sites are thankfully more altruistic. Many different structures
with multiple nesting units have been tried, and the best
solution so far is the incorporation of ‘a nest brick’ into new
build structures. Encouraging a wide range of nesting birds by
incorporating nesting bricks is due to be written into British
Building Standards

To conclude the webinar, Will McBain of the’ Ilkley Save Our
Swifts Project’ described how, supported by the WNS and
Climate Action Ilkley, they are supporting swifts in our area.
Using https://www.swiftmapper.org.uk/ to show areas where
nesting swifts occur volunteers then pamphlet residents
encouraging them to put up nest boxes. More information can
be found at www.climateactionilkley.org.uk  See also an article
from the Gazette 18 March 2021.

Peta Constable

11 Jan

Exploring Urban Wildlife with a Camera.

Rich Bunce

At the time of year when many of us are wistfully dreaming of
exotic holidays and wildlife adventures, it was salutary to be
reminded of the richness of wildlife experiences here on our
doorsteps. Rich Bunce showed us how very diverse the urban
environment can be, both in habitat and species. He encouraged
his audience to take photographs, to appreciate what is
common, question what you take for granted, and (safely) hang
your head out of an upstairs window to observe life on your
rooftop.

   The first part of his talk was accompanied by photographs
from London Parks particularly Richmond and Bushey.
Photographing fauna which is more accustomed to humans
means one can get closer and observe interesting behaviour. By
freezing the moment with a photograph one is able to reflect on
it later. His photograph of a coot feeding its young was
particularly striking showing the tender side of a more usually
belligerent bird. He also, in his own words, stuck his ringed

neck out, in favour of parakeets, which bring colour and
liveliness to their habitats.

  In 2012 Rich moved to Burley in Wharfedale and set up his
Walking Photography business. His photographs of local flora
and fauna are again magnificent. Starlings with their iridescent
feather coloration perched on roof tops, wasps, spiders,
sparrowhawks, and bees. His photograph of a crab spider
beautifully demonstrated how it changes its colour to blend in
with its flower host.

People have a desire to connect with nature and Rich
emphasised the need to nurture this and provide more space for
people to view birds and mammals. By showing beautifully
composed photographs and speaking with such enthusiasm his
delight in his subject was very apparent and compelling. These
were examples of the rich encounters we can all have locally if
we go out and just look patiently.

Polly Hosking

18 Jan

Balancing the needs of food, farming and nature

         Chris Clark & Brian Scanlon

‘Human judges can show mercy.  But against the laws of nature
there is no appeal!’

Chris Clark and Brian Scanlon of Nethergill Associates discussed
the interplay of the laws of thermodynamics and economics in
profitable farming and biodiversity. There is a ‘sweet point’, the
point of maximum sustainable output, at which both are in
equilibrium; optimising biodiversity increases profit. Currently,
alas, we have unprofitable farm businesses and declining
biodiversity.

The talk related the laws of thermodynamics to historical
timescales. Laws one and two related to 1900s’ emphasis on the
volume of farming output and industrial methods state that
natural systems only change when work is put into them and
energy expended, and that when natural systems are supplied
with new energy, the system cannot deliver more than the new
amount. These laws impacted on the post-1939 managed
landscape when artificial fertilisers improved yields in the short
term but increasing amounts were needed to maintain output.
The third law as applied to the 2000s and the reclamation by
nature and the future for the managed landscape states that
reversing natural systems will not create a pathway to an
original point; it merely changes one pattern of biodiversity for
another.

Maximum output relates to the volume of meat produced
commensurate with the point at which the free issue grass runs
out. Grass substitutes will not only be more expensive, but will
push grass yields beyond the point that can be maintained
sustainably by nature. To prevent the fertility running out
either winter grazing/fodder has to be acquired or artificial
fertilisers used. Outgoings can outpace incoming revenue, thus
reversing profitability.  Just as significant is the collateral
damage to the environment.  Reduced sheep numbers and a
profitable switch to cheese making on a Nidderdale farm has
had a dramatic positive impact on biodiversity: a win-win
situation for farming and nature.

25 Jan

Climate Change - What Should We Do?

Steve Peel

Steve Peel from Climate Change Ilkley gave an important talk
on the consequences of climate change, where we are at, and
what urgently needs to happen. Serious reasons for concern in-
clude: more extreme weather, disruption of wildlife and
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